1 David Mallet Armstrong's views about Perception are most Precisely Presented in his books Perception and the Physical World, Published inl961. and A Materialist Theory of the Mind, Published in 1968. as well as in several papers pubished in the seventies: "Colour Realism and the Argument from Microscopes", "Immediate Perception" and "Perception, Sense-data and Causality" possiblity of such an awareness, postulating epistemplogical and/or ontological intermediaries in the form of rcprcsentations.The term representation refers to all mental entities that represent the external reality and Primarily covers entities which were in the philosophical tradition usually called ideas, sense data, sense impressions, etc. whose purpose is to make possible perceptual knowledge in an indirect, mediate way. Armstrong himself accepts the position of direct realist.
If we apply such a position to the domain of perception of colours we get someone who is a direct realist about colours, who maintains that colours are properites of external, physical entities existing independently regardles of the fact that they are perceived or not. Such a position will be criticized in the second part of the text.
On the more general level, Armstrong thinks that the outcome of the perceptual process is a causal result of stimulation of sense organs with external physical objects. Our perceptual knowledge of such objects and their properties is, as we already said, immediate, Immediate in the sense that it does not involve the process of inference from some mental entities or any kind of knowledge as relevant sources of perceptual knowledge. The basic source of perceptual knowledge is the domain of physical entities and the final outcome of immediate perception is perceptual belief. According to Armstrong, immediate perception should be treated as an acquiring of immediate knowledge, as an event, in the sense in which an acquiring is an event. Perceptual beliefs are not of verbal nature, because it would be hardly possible to speak about the perception in the case of animals, but in principle it is possible to express perceptual beliefs in verbal medium.
Treating perceptions as final products of perceptual process, gives us an elegant explanation of the possibility of acquiring both conscious and unconscious perceptual beliefs. Namely, although the fact is that we are in most cases aware of perceptual data from environment, there are some cases in which it is obvious that we receive relevant perceptual information from environment but it is also obvious that we are totally unaware of it. For example:"blind-sight" phenomena 2 , somnambulistic perception of environment, subliminal perception 3 or perception without attention (Armnstrong's favourite example is a sleepy and tired driver who suddenly becomes aware that he was driving for a certain time without having been aware of it). Armstrong's approach to the explanation of perception obviously allows the possibility of unconscious belief acquisition, because it is exactly belief that is relevant for the explanation, and not the way how it is acquired. Such irrelevance of conscious perceptual experience can hardly be incorporated in to a phenomenalistic explanation of perception, but nicely fits in the direct realist s picture of perception.
On the other hand, Armstrong's approach offers the possibility of solving the problem of indeterminancy. Indeterminancy is simply not a property of some mental entity, for example, of sense data. It is the feature of abstract, propositional belief. Armstrong's position is also compatible with the attitude according to which perception, although it is immediate, is not incorrigible, contrary to most phenomenalistic and representationalistic theories of perception. Namely, according to Armstrong s position, perception can be veridical or illusory. Veridical perception is simply acquisition of true beliefs (expression "true beliefs" is intended to refer both to knowledge and true beliefs), and false perception acquisition of false beliefs.
This means that veridical perception of colours would be acquisition of true beliefs about certain properties of external,physical entities. It is important to notice that in Armstrong's theory colour there is an intrinsic property of a physical entity. Of course, for such an ontological position, as well as for direct realist-s explanation of perception, colour cannot be a property of an internal, mental entity. Colour must be identical or in principle reducible to physicalistic explanation. Armnstrong has chosen the position of reductivist, according to which a colour of the surface of an object can be reduced to light waves (electromagnetic) emitted from the surface of that object under normal conditions, for example, under sunlight. In other words, he identifies molecular structure of the surface of an object with its intrinsic property capable of the emission of such-and-such light waves under normal conditions. But, if we accept such an explanation which does not need to postulate mental entities for the explanation of the colours, we are threatend by inability to explain at least some mental states having to do with the appearance of colours. More specifically, mental states associated with the presence of afterimages. Afterimage is "an image seen immediately after the intense stimulation of the eye by light has ceased"4 , a phenomen experienced by almost everyone. Mental states connected with such experiences Armstrong treats as special subspecies of the states resulting from illusory perception viz. the states in which we have acquired false perceptual beliefs My question is: To which entity the colour of the afterimage belongs? Is it a colour of an entity of physical or mental or some other B. BERIĆ: COLOURS AND. . . . RFFZd,30 (7) (1990/91) nature? What is the relevant perceptual basis of our false (or true) perceptual beliefs about the colour of an afterimage? Is it a physical entity or light wawes or our experience?
I will try to argue that colour cannot be, in the case of afterimagery, treated as an intrinsic properly of physical entities. As an illustration I shall use a thought experiment. Imagine a subject who is looking at a white coloured wall. His looking at the wall should result in acquiring the true perceptual belief: "I see a white wall". Suppose, then, that his eyes have been exposed to intense and bright light for a moment. As a causal effect of the stimulation of his retinas, he would, for a few seconds, have an experience of "seeing" a Patch (an afterimage) of a certain colour on the white wall. May we say that he has acquired a true perceptual belief? According to Armstrong -no. He has false perceptual belief, because there is no real Patch on the wall at all.
This means that the subject could not have a true perceptual belief either about the existence of the Patch or, consequently, about the colour of such nonexisting Patch. But, may we accept as true this tentative statement: "I know that there is no object, no Patch on the wall, but still I have a short but determinable experience of "seeing" or, better to say, afterimaging such-and-such colour"? I think, pace Arsmstrong, that it is possible for such a statement to be true. If we could prove that statementes of a type: "At the time t, I have a determinable experience of afterimaging such-and-such colour" (we shall call the type of such statements -X) can be true, we would show thar there is a possibility of acquiring true beliefs about colours, although there are no existing coloured entilies at the moment of belief acquirement.
All that we need is a firm criterion of truth for such subjective statements as X. I will argue that the ability to discriminate the colour of an afterimage from the colours of physical entiles could serve as a sufficient reason for treating X statements as true. Imagine again our subject looking at the white wall, but this time imagine that there are two real patches on the wall, for example, two orange Patches of different hue. The Patches should be imagined as of two adjacent hues of the orange colour. Notice that there are no entities coloured with a hue in nature which fit, between two adjacent hues of the orange colour. Now, imaqine that our subject has been exposed to intense and bright light again, but this time whith a light whose purpose is to bring about the appearance of an orange afterimage as "seen" on the wall between two really existing Patches.
Notice that there is a logical possibility of appearance of such an afterimage which would be hued in a way which presents a case of a hue which fits between the two adjacent hues existing in the physical nature. I myself do not believe in the empirical analogue of such a possibility. Although it would be a decisive evidence against the attitude which treats colours exclusivey as intrinsic properties of physical entities, I think that no human being would be able to discriminate a hue which fits between two adjacent hues from these two hues. The reason is simple, although there may be no complete orange hue spectrum in the nature, it can be artificially created. For example, we can paint such a hue spectrum. The completeness of the spectrum, in fact, depends on human ability of hue discrimination.
For our purposes, it is enough that there is actual ability for discriminating hues in the hue spectrum of the same colour, no matter whether really seen or afterimaged, not to mention the obvious ability for discriminating completely different colours of afterimages and really seen objects. If various subjects with normal colour doscrimination abilities were exposed to the light under the same conditions (in front of the white wall with two Patches) they should be able to discriminate hues or colours of afterimages from hues or colours of really existing Patches on the wall. If they could make such discriminations, they would be able to determine the afterimaged colour via relation to colours of really existing Patches. Such an ability could be tested empirically, which means that it is intersubjectively testable, and if this condition is fulfilled we can talk about statements of the type X as true or false. Ability to determine the colour of physically existing entities is simply a disposition to react in a certain way to a certain stimulus. Intersubjective testability is made possible by appeal to the explanation based exclusively on intersubjectively accessible components. Various subjects could be exposed either to one or to several different light(s), either in the same or in different environment(s), or there is a possibility of focusing the attention on the same subject exposed to the same or to different light(s) in the same or in different environment(s). On the basis of these variables an investigator should be able to predict the statements of the type X. The statements are true if they correspond to the predicted ones and false if they do not.
The most relevant component for the appearance of a certain type of afterimage is, of course, the sort of emitted light. The appearance of afterimage is obviously caused by emitted light, but not in the same causal way as in the case of veridical perception of, for example, real Patches on the wall. The difference is obvious in the case of the causal relation between the light and the caused afterimage from the colour of the emitted light. This is not the case with the type of perceptual causal relation proposed by Armstrong. In such a relation, for example, between the intrinsic colour of that object being, perceived and the perceived colour of that object, colours are and should be the same in order to preserve the veridicality of perception. Afterimagery is obviously not such a relation, so it should be treated, according to Armstrong, as illusory perception, because in afterimagery we acquire false beliefs. In my opinion, this is not the case. What is false in beliefs induced by afterimagery? If someone believes that there is an external object in front of him, as in perception, when he has the aftcrimaging experience, of course that he has false belief. He has a false ontological belief. There is noting in front of him after the source of light has ceased to affect his visual sence organ. But this is not necessarily so. He may be acquianted with the fact that there arc no material objects corresponding to afterimages. In this case, although he is acquianted with an afterimage, he would acquire true ontological belief that (here is no external, material object corresponding to the afterimage. From this aspect afterimage can be treated as illusion. It simply does not correspond to external reality.
What differentiates afterimages from ordinary colour illusions is that in the case of afterimagery, unlike the case of illusory perception, we are faced with two slightly different experiences.Namely the ordinary perceptual experience of the colour of the source of emitted light which may be veridical or illusory and the succeeding afterimaging experience of the colour of the afterimage itself which cannot be easily treated as veridical or illusory. It can be treated as illusory in the sense that there is no external coloured entity corresponding to the afterimage. But what about an epistemological sense? If we treat external reality as the only possible basis for forming our beliefs about colours, then when we have an afterimaging experience we persistently have and, moreover, necessarily have false beliefs (illusory experience) about the colours of external, material world. If we simply cannot have true belief about colours that do not belong to material reality! I hope that I have shown that there is a possibility to treat, at least, some beliefs (statements of the type X) referring to something internal, phenomenal as true or false. This means that when we are talking about the colours of afterimages we are not committed to treat beliefs about them as necessarily false. Afterimaging experience is illusory in the sense that it does not correspond to external reality, but not in the sense that it persistently gives rise to false beliefs about something epistemologically relevant such as colours are. Beliefs about colours of afterimages are not incorrigible, since it would be apsurd to speak about their truth. They can be corrected via relation to colours of extemial objects in the environment, viz. via predictable comparability of the colours of afterimages with the colours of material objects.
Furthermore, what makes Armstrong's position about the colour beliefs less acceptable is his acceptance of scientific realism. According to scientific realist's position, science, not experience, determines what the real colour is. This means that most, if not all, of our colour perception could be and, in fact, is illusory. This, in turn, means that in our example with afterimagery both slightly different experiences arc illusory! Namely, the perceptual experience of seeing an emitted light as well as afterimaging experience. The reason why Armstrong accepts such a strange view for someone who accepts direct realism in theories in perception is the need to defend direct realism about colours from Berkeley's relativistic argument, which Armstrong calls: "Argument from microscopes"1 Microscopes and unassisted eyes give us different information about the colour of the perceived object. But, the same thing in the same part at the same time cannot have two different colours. Moreover, these two colours cannot, at the same time, both be real colours Armstrong thinks that it is the task of science, of scientific discovery to determine what (or which) the real colour is. If science confirms it, it my apper that even the colour seen by the aid of microscope is illusory, or it may be that microscope appears to be the most reliable tool for access to colour reality. Although Armnstrong discriminates the position of naive realist, according to which colours seen with a naked eye arc real colours, from his direct realist's podition, which claims only that we can have direct, non-inferential awareness of real colours, it seems hard to conceive how we can have noninferential, nonmediated awareness of rei colours if we must realy on such typical mediators as microscopes are, or pay attention to scentific discoveries (infer from scientific knowledge!) if we want know what real colour is!
